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Abstract

This research piece has the following goals: (1) to create a curriculum for creating a competency-based learning management system based on the economically motivated approach (BCG Model) by utilizing the proactive learning management concept for students practice teaching professional experience, (2) to assess the success of the curriculum in creating competency-based learning management utilizing the idea of proactive learning management for student practice teaching professional experience in accordance with the economic driving model (BCG Model), namely; (2.1) to compare the understanding of developing competency-based learning management in accordance with the economic driving model (BCG Model) utilizing the idea of proactive learning management before and after learning, and (2.2) to assess the capacity to create a competency-based learning management plan utilizing the proactive learning management concept in accordance with the economy-driven approach (BCG Model) compared to the criteria of 80%. In the second semester of the academic year 2022, there are 50 first-year teaching professional internship students in attendance. In the second semester of the academic year 2022, a total of 30 first-year teacher training students made up the sample. It makes use of a straightforward random sampling technique and a research and development (R&D) paradigm, which is typical in behavioral and social science research. The following resources were used in the study: (1) a test of knowledge on competency-based learning management system design, and (2) an operational capacity assessment form for creating a competency-based learning management strategy. Using proactive learning management concepts and knowledge comparison in the design of learning management, manage pre-learn and post-learn competency-based learning, using the t-test for dependent, data analysis is used to evaluate the suitability and effectiveness of the curriculum in the design of competency-based learning management in accordance with the economic-driven approach (BCG Model). Then use the t-test for one sample to assess the capacity to create a learning management plan based on post-learning competency versus the threshold of 80%.

The results of the study showed that; (1) the development of a curriculum in the design of competency-based learning management according to the economic-driven approach (BCG Model) using the concept of proactive learning management for students practice teaching professional experience, the innovation of competency-based learning management combined with work to develop competence for students, practice, teaching, and professional experience was successful at 81.74/82.19, the mean was 4.60, the standard deviation was 0.50, and the level at which it was most suited was 4.60, and (2) use the idea of proactive learning management for students’ practice teaching professional experience to evaluate the efficiency of the curriculum in de-developing competency-based learning management in accordance with the economic driving model (BCG Model), it was found that (2.1) students practice teaching professional experience knowledge in designing a competency-based learning management after learning was significantly higher than before learning at the .01 level, and (2.2) students practice teaching professional experience had the ability to prepare a learning management plan based on post-learning competency higher than the criteria of 80 percent at the statistical significance level of .01.
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1. Introduction

The No.13 National Economic and Social Development Plan (2023–2027), according to the Royal Gazette, noted that at the basic education level at school age, basic education completion is still below the average of nations with similar levels of development. There must be opportunities for knowledge growth utilizing the multiple intelligences technique since some children and teens do not have trust in the educational system. Learning in the system is not connected to a way of life. In an aging culture with increasingly varied life stages, lifelong learning is an essential tool for people’s development, combined with the development of a positive attitude toward education to encourage growth in thinking and self-improvement to do new things. However, many areas of life skills are still lacking in Thailand, including financial literacy, which can lead to people spiraling into both informal and formal debt, and digital literacy, which includes the capacity to deal with information that might be mistaken. This will have an impact on the learning system, which needs to be modified to allow for continuous learning and competency development. Including the ecosystem should enable lifelong learning for all segments of the population thoroughly and qualitatively in both real and virtual contexts, even when in-accessible groups need actions to remove various impediments so they may study and develop skills more completely.

When it comes to new models that effectively boost the efficiency of the Thai economy, innovation and technology are merged. Theoretical and practical perspectives on curriculum development are used in the creation of competency-based learning management in accordance with the BCG Model. The “BCG Model” is always one of the solutions offered by science. The “BCG Model” is a new economic strategy that uses technology, innovation, and science to propel the nation’s growth in a leap-frogging path and to a more sustainable development. This holistic development will place a focus on creating a three-dimensional economy. However, when comparing income, it must be acknowledged that the Thai social structure and economic system are less developed than other business sectors. Traditionally, the Thai social structure and economic system are based on agriculture, with the number of workers in agriculture indicated up to 32.3%, the service sector is 7%, and the industrial sector is 17%. However, economic expansion presents prospects for income production, prosperity extends to everybody, and it must be acknowledged that when technology, innovation, and science are introduced, the majority of manufacturers are at the base of the pyramid. In addition to enhancing productivity, it simplifies and lowers manufacturing costs, and produce a wide range of goods; the summit of the pyramid will be made up of high-value goods. By utilizing Thai technology, this will lessen reliance on foreign technology and increase the chance for exporters and advancement in the industry.

According to a royal gazette announcement on learning outcomes details affirming higher education qualification standards for undergraduate students in 2022, the results that are produced to learners through the learning process acquired through education, training, or experience that results from practical training, or actual learning at work while they are studying, are referred to as stated learning outcomes. The specifics of the learning outcomes for bachelor’s degrees focus on the data gathered through study, research, or experience gained through the course, which is necessary and sufficient for the use or expansion of knowledge in the workplace, daily life, social interaction, and sustainable growth. The ability to study, practice, and be adaptable, nimble, and competent is referred to be a survival skill for the digital age. These abilities may be used to advance one’s career, academic or professional development, as well as social and personal growth. Living in the digital age. Examples of skills include problem-solving, critical thinking, creativity, learning, cooperation, teamwork, leadership, entrepreneurship, and multitasking. Ethics refers to human behaviour or activity that exemplifies virtue, morality, and ethics for the benefit of the public and oneself, both in front of and behind others. Giving students learning outcomes in terms of knowledge, skills, and ethics is the aim of modern teaching and learning.

Using the BCG Model’s guiding principles, the researcher will develop learning management. The BCG Model is all about enhancing and adding value to already-existing resources or cultures via the use of technology knowledge and innovation. It focuses on areas like product manufacturing, trans-portation, the use of renewable energy, and infrastructure management. This aligns with proactive learning management concepts including STEM learning management, problem-based learning man-agement, and phenomena-based learning management. As seen in the aforementioned learning man-agement style example, situations are used to train students in independent knowledge acquisition, critical thinking, creativity, learning, communication, cooperation, teamwork, leadership, entrepreneur-ship, problem solving, coexisting with others, and producing goods for sale and use. The BCG Model includes the bio economy, circular economy, and green economy, three economic driving models that emphasize societal and environmental sustainability as well as the gradual and sustainable growth of businesses. The present model (BCG Model) has begun to be used to the business sector in
several nations in order to drive the economy. This is consistent with the sustainable development goals (SDGs), which are guiding principles for global development established by the United Nations (UN).

Through the establishment of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the United Nations established the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development as a shared development framework for the international community. It was learned from the analysis of the sustainable development report that Thailand is committed to adhering to global norms, including those established by international agreements and cooperation on sustainable development. With sustainable development being given high importance by the government, the objectives serve as suggestions for nations to work in order to progress across all domains without leaving anybody behind. The Sustainable Development Committee, headed by the prime minister, and the Office of the National Economic and Social Development Council were established as the main policy-level bodies to oversee, support, and monitor its performance. The Office of the Secretariat is responsible for identifying issues, barriers, and operationally sound guidelines in addition to coordinating, monitoring, and evaluating the performance of both public and private agencies. It also recommends sustainable development policies and strategies to address all dimensions in a balanced and integrated manner. Goal 4 offers inclusive, egalitarian, high-quality education for every-one and promotes possibilities for lifelong learning, notwithstanding its challenging situation. The secondary school graduation rate is still a challenge, despite a trend for these indicators’ scores to rise until the goal can be achieved and in accordance with the plan by the year 2030. Report on Sustainable Development: SDR, 2022.

The researcher selected the proactive learning management model because it offers the following advantages for developing successful teaching and learning to achieve learning outcomes for students; (1) plan learning that maximizes cognitive abilities, such as thinking, problem-solving, and application of information, (2) set up the learning environment so that students may engage in as much of the learning process as possible, (3) arrange for learners to build a body of knowledge and manage their own learning process, (4) provide learners to participate in learning both in terms of building knowledge, creating cooperative interaction, creating cooperation rather than competition, (5) arrange for learners to learn about shared responsibility discipline in doing tasks and division of responsibilities in various missions, (6) organize learning processes that create situations for learners to read, speak, listen, think deeply, learners will be the ones who organize their own learning, (7) organize learning management activities that emphasize higher thinking skills, (8) organize activities that allow learners to integrate information, news or information and concepts and concepts, (9) the instructor will be the facilitator of learning management. For students to practice by themselves, and (10) organize the process of creating knowledge from experience. Knowledge building and student review summaries. The nature of activities that are proactive learning management are as follows; (1) lessen the direct role of teachers in instructing and educating students, while allowing students to contribute to knowledge development and design a system of self-learning, (2) learning development activities that help learners use their knowledge and understanding to be able to synthesize, evaluate, build, and create things at a higher level, (3) educational activities that help pupils understand the issues facing their local area, society, or the country, (4) using newly learned skills to solve issues or respond to new circumstances is known as an activity, (5) activities focusing on students to use their own ideas rationally, have the opportunity to participate in discussions, and presenting the work, and (6) the exercise places a strong emphasis on the communication between students and teachers as well as between students themselves (Proactive Learning Management Guidelines, 2022).

According to the current issues in teaching and learning, the first-year teacher professional internship students’ curriculum development course revealed that the students still lacked the skills needed for careers in education, including critical thinking, reasoning, creativity, learning, communication, cooperation, working as a team, leadership, entrepreneurship, problem solving, coexistence, and multitasking. So, another model and learning system that will lead to the reform of the learning process in response to changes in the 21st century is the development of a competency-based learning management design curriculum in line with the BCG Model approach to driving the economy and utilizing the idea of proactive learning management for students undergoing their first year of teacher training. In order to elevate Thai education and achieve the goals of the master plan as part of the national strategy, it is necessary to establish a technique that is a fundamental mechanism for the development of a learning model and system. The acquisition of a standard-compliant education, the possession of learning aptitudes and internationally applicable skills, and increased access to lifelong learning are essential for Thai residents. It may also act as a model for defining standards for quality innovation and reducing educational inequality and the deterioration in educational quality.

2. Objective

1) To create a curriculum for creating a competency-based learning management system based on the
economically motivated approach (BCG Model) by utilizing the proactive learning management concept for students practice teaching professional experience.

2) To assess the success of the curriculum in creating competency-based learning management utilizing the idea of proactive learning management for student practice teaching professional experience in accordance with the economic driving model (BCG Model).

2.1) To compare the understanding of developing competency-based learning management in accordance with the economic driving model (BCG Model) utilizing the idea of proactive learning management before and after learning.

2.2) To assess the capacity to create a competency-based learning management plan utilizing the proactive learning management concept in accordance with the economy-driven approach (BCG Model) compared to the criteria of 80%.

3. Materials and Methods

The research and development (R&D) model, which is separated into two phases as follows, is used in this study to conduct behavioral science and social science research procedures.

Phase 1: Curriculum development in designing competency-based learning management based on economic driving guidelines (BCG Model) using the concept of proactive learning management for students practice teaching professional experience. The research was divided into four sections for curriculum development in creating competency-based learning management in line with the approach to driving economy (BCG Model), applying the idea of proactive learning management for students practice teaching professional experience.

Step 1: Review pertinent texts, papers, and research to get a basic understanding of the problems and suggestions for creating competency-based learning management strategies for students acquiring professional experience. Five experts were interviewed one at a time to gather information from primary sources; the experts were chosen based on their training, experience, and expertise. The problem will be analyzed using the information gathered, and recommendations for improving the ability to develop learning management strategies based on the competency of student teachers will be synthesized. As follows; (1) academics and instructors with research results on economic propulsion (BCG Model), amount 2 persons, (2) academics who have two people’s worth of study findings in curricular or competency-based learning management, and (3) one professor who specializes in measuring and assessment, based on the proficiency of the instructor professional experience internship students, identify issues and recommendations for the construction of learning management systems.

Step 2: Reading and gathering data from books, articles, and research relevant to the concepts of curriculum development, competency-based learning management design, and the concept of driving the economy (BCG Model) can help you do research on the concept of curriculum development in competency-based learning management. By using the data to analyze and synthesize the curriculum development process, curriculum elements, and the essence of the concept, it is possible to create concepts and guiding principles for learning management curriculum development that are based on the skills of students currently enrolled in teacher preparation programs.

Step 3: In accordance with the recommendations of the BCG Model for promoting the economy, create a competency-based learning management design curriculum. Utilize any unsettling data, the study’s first results, and the management design principles to get started. Next, understand the competence underpinnings of students’ teaching experiences through the examination and synthesis of written materials, textbooks, relevant research, and professional input. Together with the findings from the second stage, these insights helped formulate concepts and guiding principles for curriculum development in competency-based learning management of students participating in teacher professional development, which were then used to develop a curriculum in designing competency-based learning management. Which contains the following curriculum components; (1) course objectives, (2) guidelines for the design of competency-based learning management according to the guideline for driving economy (BCG Model), (3) learning materials, and (4) measurement and evaluation.

Step 4: Use the proactive learning management concept to evaluate the quality and efficacy of the competent learning management design curriculum. This is done by showing the generated curriculum to five experts who will evaluate its applicability. The standard requirements must have an average of 3.50 or greater when utilizing the curriculum appropriateness evaluation form, which is a questionnaire with a five-point estimate scale. With a standard deviation of not more than 1.0, it is considered that the developed curriculum is appropriate and can be used, it was found that the appropriateness was at the highest level, with a mean of 4.66 and a standard deviation
of 0.48, and the quality-checked curriculum was used for trial before further use. Additionally, by evaluating the process efficiency and results (E1/E2) with 9 non-sub-sample teachers internship students whose efficiency was 81.66/83.33, a curriculum on the design of competency learning management using the concept of proactive learning management is applied, and efficiency was found according to the specified criteria 80/80, and 25 professional internship students for field instructors, whose efficiency was 82.20/83.60.

Phase 2: Assessment of curriculum effectiveness in the design of competency-based learning management according to the economic-driven approach (BCG Model) using the concept of proactive learning management for students practice teaching professional experience. The research was divided into 4 steps as follows;

Step 1: Experimental preparation.

Population and sample.

(1) The research population was students practice teaching professional experience first year in the second semester of the academic year 2022, totaling 50 people.

(2) A simple random selection was utilized to choose the sample group for the study, which consisted of 30 first-year students who had professional teaching experience during the second semester of the academic year 2022.

Knowledge Quiz and Skill Quiz

The tools used in the research were divided into two types: (1) a knowledge test on the subject of a number of competency-based learning management designs, and (2) an assessment form for operational capability in preparing a competency-based learning management plan, with the following steps;

1.1) Knowledge test on the design of competency-based learning management. The research team created a knowledge test on the design of competency-based learning management with the following steps; (1) to study the concept and method of constructing a knowledge test, (2) study the measurement and evaluation methods from documents and textbooks on learning evaluation and evaluation, (3) analyze the content and learning objectives according to the competency-based learning management design and create a pre-learning and post-learning knowledge test, a multiple-choice test with 4 options, 20 questions, covering the entire content and aligning with the learning objectives, with a scoring criterion of 1 correct answer and 0 wrong answer, (4) bring the knowledge test to 5 experts to check the content validity, by analyzing the consistency index (Item-Objective Congruence Index: IOC), which has an IOC value between 0.80–1.00, (5) take the updated knowledge test to try it on the teacher professional internship students who look like a sample group, to analyze the cases, the difficulty-easy (P) value is 0.25–0.79, analyzing the discriminant power (r) was 0.2 or greater, and the confidence was analyzed using Kuder Richardson’s KR-20 formula which was 0.87.

1.2) Assessment tool for planning a competency-based learning management system in practice. For the creation of a competency-based learning management plan, the research team developed a practice evaluation form, with the following steps; (1) examine the idea and process of developing a performance assessment form to be used in the creation of a competency-based learning management plan by defining specifics that are appropriate for the performance assessment to be used in the creation of a competency-based learning management plan, (2) create a practice evaluation form for the preparation of a competency-based learning management plan, using the rubric scoring criteria, determine the structure of the evaluation form for the preparation of a competency-based learning management plan competencies in 1 competency-based learning management plan consists of 5 elements, determine performance-based learning objectives, define learning material, define performance-based learning activities, define media/learning resources appropriate for performance-based learning management, and assess learning results are a few of these, requisite knowledge for structured competency-based learning management, including experience with the assessment form needed to create a competency-based learning management strategy, (3) determine the scoring of questions for each component at 4 levels, and determine the criteria for evaluating the practice in preparing the competency-based learning management plan, divided into 4 levels: should improve, fair, good, and very good, and define the criteria for interpreting competency results according to the rank formula (Boonchom Srisaard, 2003), (4) complete the practice assessment form for the updated competency-based learning management plan so that five experts may review it for content validity and objective consistency and offer criticism, take the results of consideration to analyze the consistency index (Item-Objective Congruence Index: IOC) which has an IOC value between 0.80–1.00, (5) with 25 teacher professional internship students who resembled a sample group, the practice assessment form for the creation of the modified competency-based learning management plan was assessed, and its reliability was found to be
equivalent to 0.88.

**Step 2: Conducting experiments and collecting data.**

Using the idea of proactive learning management for students to practice the developed teacher professional experience, the research team experimented with competency-based learning management design competency curriculum in accordance with the economic-driven approach (BCG Model), and collected data with samples, the steps are as follows;

1. The first set of measurement and assessment, which takes three hours to complete, is the ability to design competency-based learning management, which includes knowledge in the design of competency-based learning management and practice in creating a competency-based learning management plan. Using the created proactive learning management idea, the researcher subsequently experimented with competence-based learning management design competency curriculum.

2. Provide teaching and learning on competency-based learning management design using the developed proactive learning management concept for 4 weeks, 4 hours per day, in line with the strategy to drive the economy (BCG Model).

3. Test your understanding of developing a competency-based learning management system for students who are gaining professional experience, as well as your proficiency in creating a competency-based learning management plan. The second set of measurement and assessment, which is parallel to the first set at the conclusion of the test, is used during the test’s three hours of operation.

4. One Group Pretest - Posttest Design was established, there were 2 experimental measurements, i.e., pretest and posttest.

**Step 3: Data Analysis.**

Data analysis using a computer program is packaged; (1) analyze the basic data of the sample with preliminary statistics, (2) evaluate process efficiency and outcomes (E1/E2) of competency learning management design courses using proactive learning management concepts, (3) a t-test with one sample at the statistical significance level of 0.01 and a t-test with dependent samples at the statistical significance level of 0.01 was used to compare the mean scores for the ability to design learning management on the pre-experimental and post-experimental performance of the sample group.

**Step 4: Statistics used to analyze the data.**

The statistics used to analyze the data are; (1) mean and standard deviation, (2) process efficiency and results (E1/E2), (3) one samples t-test, and (4) dependent Samples t-test.

**4. Results**

The research team in this study performed research in accordance with the goals of the study in the following chronological order;

1) The outcomes of curriculum development in building a competency-based learning management in line with the BCG Model’s approach to driving economy by utilizing the idea of proactive learning management for instructors and students with experience, their outcomes were as follows;

1.1) The results of developing a curriculum for creating a competency-based learning management system in accordance with the strategy for driving the economy (BCG Model), using the concept of pro-active learning management for students completing teacher internships, and experts evaluating the suitability of a curriculum in management design, learn the competency base in accordance with the strategy for driving the economy (BCG Model), using the concept of pro-active learning management. The overall image, with a mean of 4.66 and a standard deviation of 0.48, was discovered to be the most appropriate.

1.2) The outcomes of the curriculum development for building competency-based learning management utilizing the proactive learning management concept in accordance with the economic driving model (BCG Model) are as follows;
Table 1. Shows the program’s performance in creating competency-based learning management based on the BCG Model’s economic-driven methodology while utilizing proactive learning management concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Inter-Learning Score (E1)</th>
<th>Post-test Score (E2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>16.43</td>
<td>16.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>82.16</td>
<td>84.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 1: It was discovered that the mean scores during learning with the curriculum in designing competency-based learning management in accordance with the approach to driving economy (BCG Model) using the concept of proactive learning management with an average of 16.43, representing 82.16 percent, and the average scores for assessing learning accomplishment using the curriculum to create a competency-based learning management system in accordance with the economic-driven approach (BCG Model) employing the idea of proactive learning management with an average of 16.97, or 84.83 percent. With an efficiency of 82.16/84.83, this competency-based learning management design course satisfies the established 80/80 efficiency criterion, it is based on the BCG Model and uses the proactive learning management concept.

2) Assessment results of curriculum effectiveness in developing competency-based learning management according to economic driving guidelines (BCG Model) using the concept of proactive learning management for teachers exercising professional expertise.

2.1) The students who received knowledge and understanding, the results were as follows;

Table 2. Knowledge comparisons for creating competency-based learning management utilizing the BCG Model economic driven guidelines and the idea of active learning management for students putting what they’ve learned into practice both before and after learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Full Score</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pre-test</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13.56</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>19.97</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>post-test</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>16.97</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>16.846</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p < .01.

From Table 2: The students participating in the teacher professional internship were familiar with the design of competency-based learning management that utilized the proactive learning management idea and followed the BCG Model’s approach to drive the economy. An average score of 13.56 points was obtained before learning and 16.97 points was obtained after learning utilizing the proactive learning management method, and when comparing the scores before and after learning, it was found that the teacher professional internship students had knowledge in designing a competency-based learning management according to the economic-driven approach (BCG Model) using the concept of proactive learning management after learning was significantly higher than before learning at the statistical level .01

2.2) The students acted out what it would be like to be a teacher who could create a competency-based learning management plan in line with the BCG Model’s strategy for promoting the economy using the proactive learning management concept, the outcomes can be seen as follows;

Table 3. Shows the comparison results of the ability to prepare a competency-based learning management plan according to the economic driven guidelines (BCG Model) using the proactive learning management concept for teacher professional experience training students compared to the criteria of 80%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Full Score</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>μ0 (80%)</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>post-test</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17.10</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8.46</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p < .01.

From Table 3: The teacher professional internship students were able to formulate a competency-based learning management plan according to the economy-driven approach (BCG Model) using the proactive learning management concept with an average score of 17.10, representing 85.50%. The teacher training students were
found to have the ability to create a competency-based learning management plan using the BCG model by using the proactive learning management concept after learning more than the criteria of 80% with statistical significance at the .01 level, when compared to the 80% criterion.

Students who have learned about and comprehended the competency-based learning management design in accordance with the Economic Driven Guidelines (BCG Model), using the proactive learning management concept for students to practice professional experience before and after learning, will be discovered to have done so. Dear, students in teacher preparation programs have knowledge of building competency-based learning management utilizing the notion of proactive learning management after learning higher than before learning, in accordance with the economy-driven approach (BCG Model). The BCG Model's principles for promoting the economy may be used by teachers to develop competency-based learning management plans that incorporate students obtaining practical experience as well as the concept of proactive learning management after learning more than the requirements.

5. Discussion

Findings from curriculum development in creating a competency-based learning management system that employs the concept of proactive learning management for instructors participating in professional experience, in line with the BCG Model approach to driving the economy, have the following important issues that need to be discussed;

1) The outcomes of the creation of the curriculum in the design of competency-based learning management in line with the strategy for advancing the economy (BCG Model) employing the idea of proactive learning management for students putting professional experience of teachers into practice.

1.1) The results of the curriculum development for the design of competency-based learning management using the concept of proactive learning management were at the highest level of appropriateness, with a mean of 4.66 and a standard deviation of 0.48, in accordance with the BCG Model’s guidelines for driving the economy. This is due to the fact that the research team developed a curriculum using a research process that included identifying issues and providing guidelines for the design of learning management systems based on the proficiencies of students who were practicing teachers, gathering information from pertinent documents, books, and textbooks, and interviewing experts. Concepts and principles for curriculum development in learning management based on the competency of students practicing teachers professional experience were established using the concept of proactive learning management as well as studying the concept of curriculum development in competency-based learning management in accordance with the economic driving model (BCG Model). By analyzing and synthesizing the data and using expert evaluation of the curriculum’s applicability, a competency-based learning management design curriculum may be created using the concept of proactive learning management and the approach of driving the economy (BCG Model). This is consistent with the study done by Chatchana Perespring (2021) which discovered that the training course’s evaluation through quality assessment had an appropriateness average of 4.45, which is at a highly acceptable level, it meets the acceptable requirements since its content validity value is 1, which is one. It was discovered that the outcomes of the expert assessment were adequate at a high level, which is consistent with Salinna Poomphanich (2017) it was discovered that the curriculum could be used when it was introduced to the pilot study, and in line with Ratima Singhachotsukphat (2020) found that the development of a virtual outdoor learning management model in conjunction with community-based learning management to promote a sense of commitment to citizenship among high school students. is appropriate at a high level.

1.2) Results of curriculum development in the design of competency-based learning management according to the approach to driving the economy (BCG Model) using the concept of proactive learning management, it has an efficiency of 82.16/84.83, meeting the defined 80/80 efficiency criteria. This is due to the fact that the study is conducted systematically in accordance with the research method, beginning with an analysis of the needs to create competency-based learning management that is integrated with the work of experts, and to design and develop a novel competency-based learning management system that is integrated with efforts to improve student competency and practicing teachers’ professional experience, through experts to consider and verify as well as to find effectiveness with the non-sample group of teachers completing internships until their performance meets the required standards. Corresponding with the research of Chatchana Perespring (2021), the evaluation of the effectiveness of the developed training curriculum found that the mean scores for learning management design competency based on knowledge and practice competency in learning management design. The knowledge base performance of health education teachers after the experiment was higher than before the experiment at statistical significance at the .05 level. This is in line with the findings of Chayaphat Somkratok
competency-based learning management in accordance with the approach to driving the economy (BCG Model),

2.1) The teacher professional internship students had knowledge and understanding of the design of
with the economy-driven approach (BCG Model).

2) Assessment of the efficiency of the curriculum in the creation of competency-based learning management
using the proactive learning management concept for instructors gaining professional ex-perience in accordance
with the economy-driven approach (BCG Model).

2.1) The teacher professional internship students had knowledge and understanding of the design of
competency-based learning management in accordance with the approach to driving the economy (BCG Model),
using the concept of proactive learning management, after learning was higher than before learning was higher
than before learning at the statistically significant level of .01. This is because the curriculum on the design of
competency-based learning management in accordance with the approach to driving the economy (BCG Model)
using the concept of proactive learning management, there is an interest in the needs of society. As a result,
students practice teaching professional experience with intention until they gain knowledge and understanding of
the design of competency-based learning management according to the approach to driving the economy (BCG Model)
by using the concept of proactive learning management. This is in line with the research of Salinna
Poomphanich (2017) which found that teachers’ knowledge of learning management design after implementing
the enrichment curriculum was higher than the criteria of 75 percent with statistical significance at the .01 level.
Apakorn Phodong (2017) found that students’ knowledge and understanding of learning design after learning was
higher than before learning at the statistical significance level of .05, and in line with Ratima
Singhachotsukphat (2020) found that students who learned by using the virtual outdoor learning management
model together with the community-based learning management had significantly higher scores after learning
than before statistics .01

2.2) After learning more than the required 80 percent with statistical significance at the .01 level, teacher
professional internship students were able to create a competency-based learning management plan in
accordance with the BCG Model utilizing the proactive learning management concept. This is due to the
curriculum’s design of competency-based learning management in line with the strategy for fostering economic
growth (BCG Model), which uses the idea of proactive learning management. Up until students begin to practice
the teaching profession and develop competency with the learners by writing a learning management plan, it
encourages skills and practices in learning-focused activities. Corresponding with Chatchana Perespring (2021)
the evaluation of the effectiveness of the developed training curriculum found that the average scores for
competency-based learning management design competence, knowledge and practice in the competency-based
learning management design of the health education teachers after the experiment were higher than before the
experiment with a statistical significance at the .05 level. Consistent with the research results of Salinna
Somkratok (2020), it was found that the effectiveness of the developed training course resulted in the
experimental group being able to design learning management on life safety after the experiment significantly
higher than before the experiment, statistical significance at the .05 level. Consistent with the research of Salinna
Poomphanich (2017), it was found that teachers were able to design learning management after using the
enrichment curriculum higher than the criterion of 75 percent with statistical significance at the .01 level.
Including Apakorn Phodong (2017) found that the ability to write learning management plans of student teachers
was 82.13 percent higher than the 80 percent criterion set at a statistically significant level of .05, this is because
the innovation of competency-based learning management is integrated with the work that allows students to
produce work from local wisdom learning sources. In order to create their own learning management systems,
students can practice leveraging the instructor's expertise in this way. In addition, they may utilize it to set up
instruction in a step-by-step manner and solve issues in the actual world.

6. Conclusions
Therefore, the results can be concluded as follows;
1) The proactive learning management idea was used in the curriculum creation to create competency-based
learning management in accordance with the economic driving model (BCG Model);

1.1) The use of the proactive learning management concept in curriculum development for designing
competency-based learning management in accordance with the approach to driving economy (BCG Model) was
found to be appropriate at the highest level, with an average of 4.66 and a standard deviation of 0.48.

1.2) Using the idea of proactive learning management, a curriculum was developed for developing a
competency-based learning management system that complies with the economic driving model (BCG Model) and has an efficiency of 82.16/84.83, exceeding the required 80/80 efficiency standard.

2) The findings of the assessment of the efficacy of the curriculum in the design of competency-based learning management utilizing the idea of proactive learning management for teacher professional experience training students, according to the economy-driven approach (BCG Model), discovered that;

2.1) The teacher professional internship students had knowledge and understanding of the design of competency-based learning management in accordance with the approach to driving the economy (BCG Model), using the concept of proactive learning management, after learning was higher than before learning was higher than before learning at the statistically significant level of .01

2.2) By employing the proactive learning management concept and learning more than the required threshold of 80% with a statistical significance at the.01 level, teacher training students were able to create a competency-based learning management plan based on the approach to driving the economy (BCG Model).
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The researcher has some research results and recommendations from the establishment and development of learning management innovation, competency-based integration with work, to be helpful for individuals who will bring research to study in the following sequence;

1. Suggestions for Applying Research Results

1.1) The idea of proactive learning management should be used before implementing the curriculum on the design of competency-based learning management in accordance with the economic driving model (BCG Model). Instructors should study the teaching standards related to the subject and make use of the learning management system in order to manage the teaching and learning to accomplish the desired goals.

1.2) The proactive learning management idea, which was published as an option for instructors to create another learning activity, should be used to implement the curriculum on the design of competency-based learning management in accordance with the economic driving model (BCG Model).

2. Suggestions for Further Research

2.1) The research results from before, after, and during the study time are combined in this experiment, which is a single group study. In order to more clearly define the factors that impact learning within the context of the community and engagement in learning, the results of applying the research model experimentally are contrasted between experimental and control groups in the subsequent study.

2.2) In order to develop the professional learning community that society demands in educational institutions, the research team's creation of competency-based learning management, which it built to experiment with other issues, should be merged with work.
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